Zlatko
Najdenovski
I have a decade-old carreer journey, starting as a savvy front-end
coder and quiclky being seduced by user interface design. My passion
mainly revolves at the visual side of things.

Skills
USER-INTERFACE

WEB-STANDARDS

SKETCH

USER-EXPERIENCE

HTML / SEMANTIC MARKUP

PHOTOSHOP

INTERACTION DESIGN

CSS / CSS3

ILLUSTRATOR

ICONS DESIGN

CONTENT STRATEGY

PROTOTYPING

Education
2004-2005

COLLEDGE OF ALEXANDRIA

Got my essential web skills in the academy of web design and technologies in Skopje, Macedonia.
2006-PRESENT

SELF-TAUGHT

The best way to stay up-to-date with the ever-changing standards and trends.

Career
2005—2007

FRONT-END CODER

My first employment as a user interface designer and front-end developer at 4ward. Good times,
where I mastered CSS and all the hacks to make a website not crash at that naughty IE 6.
2007—2011

FREELANCE WEB DESIGNER

My first freelance steps. I was thrilled to work with clients, big and small, and help them bring their
websites to life. A time where everyone favored skeuomorphism.

2001—2012

FREELANCE WEB DESIGNER

The apex years. I was working with wide-range of clients and was hired by 2 companies simultaneosly, SMV Solutions & TooMuchMedia. Here I started to enter the UX world.
2012—2013

SENIOR UI/UX DESIGNER

Full-time job at NOVP (formely Invideous), I had the pleasure to design revolutionary video
platforms and various CRMs for third-party clients (Sony, Disney, Warner Bros etc.). The interfaces
required deep insights of various user-case scenarios and behavioral pattern.
2013—2015

ICONS DESIGNER

The experimental years. I got a sudden passion for icons design, so I started crafting icon-sets and
selling them as premium design assets.
2015—PRESENT

PRODUCT DESIGNER

I got back on my primary career track. All the expeience and variety of skills led me to have a deeper
understanding of what makes a successful digital product, whether that is a simple marketing
website or a complex CRM web app.

Get in touch

Personal details

EMAIL

znajdenovski@gmail.com

DATE OF BIRTH

Nov. 6, 1984

WEBSITE

www.pixelinspired.com

NATIONALITY

Macedonian

ADDRESS

Partizanski odredi 77 1/9 1000
Skopje, Macedonia

MARITIAL STATUS

Married

